So you'll understand if the exact date is a little fuzzy.

[We started Perception in the early '70s.]

We were way into kayaking—and with a bunch of paddlers who ing than any other boat maker. How Perception got started. People to the sport of kayak. Paddling in fact that's sort of what we were doing most was of things back in the '70s but admitting we were doing a lot of kayaking. We are always driven by the all touring and whitewater boats. Built a few then a few more. Our seamless design of Perception. Less boats manageable. So we wanted to paddle the paddling would ever take us this is also why we offer the

Timped by new designs like ed kayak right up to today's cut. Needed, we've come a long way. Resource and the environment to the sport. The first time we first could to give back done everything we always available and finally perception one with water.
We can't even get our engines to wear shoes.
Turn your river into a water park playground with this amazing new roto mold.

Features:
- Drain Plug
- Adjustable Seat w/ Foam Back Support
- Molded Inner Paddles
- Molded Storage Area
- Molded Trim Lines
- Molded Inflatable Wall
- Molded Outflanks
- Molded Inflatable Floor

Standard Features:
- 18 oz. 800 Thread Count Polyethylene
- 100-200 lb. Load Capacity
- 48 x 25 x 19 in. Cockpit
- 17 in. x 14 in. Weight
- 54 in. x 26 in. Volume
- 6.5 ft. Width
- 7.6 ft. Length
- 280 lb. Weight
- 260 lb. Capacity

Specifications:
- MR CLEAN™
- MR CLEAN™ Paddle
- MR CLEAN™ Anchor
- MR CLEAN™ Canopy
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Cover
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Mat
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Bag
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Rack
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Cart
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Trailer
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Lift
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Storage
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Cleaning Kit
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Repair Kit
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Maintenance Kit
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Transportation Kit
- MR CLEAN™ Kayak Launching Kit
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Cockpit: 31.7 x 17.4
Weight:
Volume:
Width:
Length:

3-0" LONG. THE 3-0" IS A PROVEN WORLD CHAMPION RODEO BOAT THAT CARRIES JUST OVER 8' LONG. THE 3-0" IS A PROVEN WORLD CHAMPION RODEO BOAT THAT CARRIES
SUBMERSIVE WHEN IT COMES TO TECHNICAL WORK ON CREEKS, THIS CREEKER WAS BORN TO PLAY.

But don't want to give up surfing. This is the unit for you. The Phat definition hair trigger steering and is unapologetic.

But all-day security bars, bulkhead foot braces and top control long thigh braces. If you like to cruise and creek.

Edge for tight work with eddies or wave sections. The Phat's outflows include recessed bow and stern

Keep you moving fast through potential detours. The Phat's are articulated near the seat to give a bit of 6gbbing when you re-punching holes, and smooth through landings from big drops. This will help you avoid chest slaps of water and

Suit in dynamic areas. The Phat's hull has an evenly dispersed high rocker that keeps the bow driving up and

So you can surf waves with foam plus—larger paddlers can even

Into sweet spots on pocket waves. The stern's volume takes quicker

Consistent rocker, the Phat lets you scoop out, pop over and nestle

Awesome creeking tool, with a stern that has an upwet out

Phat! Puff! Puffing here. This river cruising delight is also an
FOR EVERYONE WHO WANTS ACCESS TO WILDERNESS THAT INCLUDES WHTERF.

security bar and keepers™ footrests make the AXESS™ river ready, and perfect

adjustable and removable backrest to foam wall, recessed stern bulk-dawg™

comfortably accommodates even the largest boats and features a solid but

overwaved and gives you plenty of room to store gear. The integral seat

an issue and stability is the voluminous bow allows the boat to easily rise

an excellent choice for kayak camping in cruising situations where speed is not

goodness into god's green country — bigger, sportier, you name it.

this boat of choice for everyone who wants to pack loads of gear and

maneuverable hull with a super stable width of 29" the huge cockpit makes

premiere design offering from perception™ that successfully blends a highly

welcome to AXESS™ comfy snapper. S
Special Features:

- Drain Plug
- 1.0 bottle
- Adjustable AA 1.1
- Buckle Support
- Adjustable Seat/Foam
- Safety for added strength and buoyancy
- Aluminum walls
- MIL-9000 S/B LINEAR

Standard Features:

- 11.39 ft 745 pounds
- Paddler's Water Level: 66.5 - 85.5
- Capacity: 350 x 270
- Weigh in: 14 lbs 3 oz
- Volume: 79 ft³
- Weight: 44.1 lbs
- Length: 11 ft 10 in

Specs: OverFlow X™
Special Features:
- Drain Plug
- H4 Bottle Holder
- Adjustable Seat w/Foam
- Back Support
- Adjustable Seat w/Foam
- Standard Features:
- Molded-Buoyancy Footrests
- Molded Buoyancy Loops
- Easy Control Long II
- Security Bars
- Bend Bull-Dawg

Specs: Spark
- Length: 11' 11" x 28" x 6.4"
- Volume: 45 gallons / 125 liters
- Weight: 42 lbs / 19 kg
- Width: 24.5 cm / 9.75 in
- Depth: 20.7 cm / 8.15 in
- Cockpit: 35 x 17.75 x 1.5 in
- Paddler: 160 - 220 lbs
- Paddler: 6'3 - 7'4
- Canoe: X-R, X4, X2, X1

Specs: Arc
- Length: 11' 11" x 28" x 6.4"
- Volume: 45 gallons / 125 liters
- Weight: 42 lbs / 19 kg
- Width: 24.5 cm / 9.75 in
- Depth: 20.7 cm / 8.15 in
- Cockpit: 35 x 17.75 x 1.5 in
- Paddler: 160 - 220 lbs
- Paddler: 6'3 - 7'4
- Canoe: X-R, X4, X2, X1

Both have accessible bow and stern bull-dawg security bars. Molded buoyancy loops and molded buoyancy footrests.

These boats are an ideal choice for advanced paddlers who want to use the Arc with the Spark and are perfect for smaller paddlers. Are proven river runners that are short and maneuverable, suitable boats for those looking for an easy and fun ride on lazy cruising. These proven river runners are short and maneuverable, suitable boats for those looking for an easy and fun ride on lazy cruising. The Arc (all river craft) and Spark (small personal all river craft) apply to a wide variety of river scenarios, especially suitable.
Whitewater Touring | Recreational | Sit-on-Tops | Sportsman Series | Paddles

**Whiplash**

**Special Features:**
- Drain Plug
- HD Bottle
- Available as C-1
- Adjustable Seat W/FOAM
- Aloe Vera
- Salvage Aid
- Double Laminate Walls For Performance
- MT-2000 Super-Liner

**Standard Features:**
- Polyethylene 2000 Classic
- 19 x 19" x 30 cm
- Cockpit: 48 x 30 cm / 19 x 12" x 12"
- Weight: 27 lb / 12 kg
- Volume: 42 gal / 160 litres
- Width: 18.5" / 47.5 cm
- Length: 10.5"/ 270 cm

**Specs:**
- Weight: 27 lb / 12 kg
- Volume: 42 gal / 160 litres
- Width: 18.5" / 47.5 cm
- Length: 10.5" / 270 cm

**Whiplash**

Whiplash's and Keepers' Footbraces. These are great tools for hard-playing hot dogs who like to cruise. The interior has been completely redesigned for optimum comfort. The up-to-date Whiplash is designed for the back, front spin on a wave, carver, and 90° in a hole. Rock spin - these boats are cruisers born to play.
Training on Advanced Whitewater. Via LA FANCE!

Stand up to the punishment of dawn-out and day-out
delivers on-the-edge action and the strength to
permanence, without sacrificing speed. This boat
that marries optimum durability with reliable
Wildwater Racing kayak. Has a radical French design
A boat as unique as its look. This Innovative

[ Wavehopper ]